
 

If you know someone who's a big fan of the amazing music of Awde Negest, then this article is for them. In this article, I have
put together a list of all of Awde Negest's newer songs that are currently available to buy on iTunes and Amazon Music for free.
Over the course of his career, Awde Negest has released many albums and EPs that have been met with success worldwide.
Now you can go back in time and listen to an older song from him while still enjoying a sample of his most recent work! If
you're not familiar with him yet, I hope this list will get you started on your journey into new musical territory. Listen to his
music and dig deeper into the world of Awde Negest!

I first caught wind of the name Awde Negest a few years ago when I first heard a song by him called "Like A Boss" from an
outlet called "Yahoo Answers". But as I have done with many artists, I dug deeper and found out more about him as he released
several more singles and an album called "Chimwecha" which was released at the beginning of 2009. In this article, I will be
taking you through all of the works of Awde Negest that are available to buy on iTunes or Amazon. You can also go to Spotify
or YouTube to listen to his various singles. But once you listen to these, you'll want to buy them! So let's get started with his
biggest hit, "Like A Boss".

"Like A Boss" is the first single that I ever heard from this artist. It was also the first song that he ever released. This song is
very poppy and upbeat. You can dance to it, but it has a lot of feeling due to its lyrics The lyrics are extremely catchy. It has an
infectious piano hook that will get stuck in your head for days on end after you hear it the first time. The instrumental of this
song is very well produced and orchestrated in an amazing way. The vocals are very smooth, powerful, and soulful. It's like an
acoustic song with a big beat. You can hear the piano, but it sounds like it's being played by an electric guitar. I also love how
fast the guitar part of this song is done. It's very present, but not overpowering or overdone at all. The song ends with a "rap"
part by Awde Negest where he goes off about girls and money, which is another thing I appreciate about this song since most
rappers stick to talking about guns nowadays. At the beginning of 2011, Awde Negest released his second album called
"Chimwecha". At that time, he had already released over 15 singles and EPs that weren't available for purchase on iTunes or
Amazon music. But he took it upon himself to make sure that all of his fans could enjoy his music by releasing the whole album
to buy for a cheap price. So he released "Chimwecha" for free download via iTunes and Amazon. It is currently not available on
Spotify or YouTube, which is another reason that you should definitely buy this album if you are not able to listen to the songs
anywhere else. "Chimwecha" was an extremely successful album that made Awde Negest a well-known name in the Ugandan
music scene. This album features many catchy pop songs with really smooth piano melodies, soulful vocals, and danceable
beats.
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